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Spectroscopic ellipsometry was used to investigate the strain-dependent optical properties of BiFeO3

thin films. At room temperature, the compressively strained BiFeO3/LaAlO3 thin films show the

largest band gap of about 3.12 eV. It redshifts to 2.75 eV for the tensile strained BiFeO3/NdScO3

thin films. With increasing temperature, observable anomalies in the band gap for all strained thin

films near 640 K indicate that antiferromagnetic transition temperature is independent of strain and

close to its bulk value, which are in good agreement with the first-principles calculations. These

results further suggest a complex nature of charge-spin coupling in multiferroic BiFeO3 thin

films. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4827639]

Multiferroic oxides have recently attracted enormous

attention, stimulated not only by their potential usefulness in

technological field of the magnetoelectric effect but also for

the need to understand the mechanisms underlying their

intrinsic coupling between magnetic and electric order

parameters.1–3 Among them, bismuth ferrite, BiFeO3 (BFO),

is the most intensively studied multiferroic system4 because

its polar and magnetic orders coexist at room temperature.

Below the Curie temperature (TC � 1100 K), bulk BFO is

described by the rhombohedral R3c space group that allows

antiphase octahedral tilting and ionic displacements from the

centrosymmetric positions about and along the same [111]

pseudocubic direction, respectively. In addition to the

G-type antiferromagnetic spin ordering, a cycloid-type spa-

tial spin modulation occurs below the Nèel temperature (TN

� 640 K). Furthermore, BFO has shown many exotic proper-

ties including magnetoelectric coupling, a large remanent

polarization, and photovoltaic effect. These advantages

make BFO a promising material for the applications in spin-

tronics, multiple-controlled devices, and polar oxide-based

solar cells.5

There has been particular interest recently in the influ-

ence of substrate-induced strain on structure, polarization,

and magnetization of BFO thin films.6 Controlling their

physical properties during fabrication is essential for the de-

vice applications. The films often have different symmetries

and polarizations compared to bulk materials due to lattice

mismatch between the film and the substrate. For example,

BFO single crystal has a spontaneous polarization value of

�3.5 and �6.1 lC/cm2 along (100) and (111) directions,

respectively.7 In contrast, epitaxial BFO thin films on

SrTiO3 substrate show dramatically increased values of re-

manent polarization (�98 lC/cm2) and magnetization

(�150 emu/cc).8,9 More recent theoretical studies predicted

that BFO thin films grown on LaAlO3 substrate have a high

polarization value of over 150 lC/cm2.10–12

Up to now, different researchers have reported on the op-

tical properties of BFO thin films.13–19 In earlier studies, Basu

et al.13 reported the first optical transmittance measurements

of BFO thin films with 100 nm thick grown on DyScO3 (110)

substrates. Room-temperature optical absorption spectra show

a direct band gap (2.667 6 0.005 eV) and two charge transfer

excitations at about 3.2 and 4.5 eV. With increasing tempera-

ture, the gap softens significantly through both 380 K and TN.

Kumar et al.14 examined the room temperature refractive

index and absorption versus wavelength of BFO thin films

grown on SrTiO3 (111) substrates using spectroscopic ellips-

ometry. They found a direct band gap at about 2.81 eV.

Ihlefeld et al.15 studied the band gap value of five different

molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE)-grown BFO thin films on

(001) SrTiO3 (001), (001) (LaAlO3)0.3 -(SrAl0.5Ta0.5O3)0.7

(LSAT), and (111) SrTiO3. In all cases, BFO thin films reveal

a direct band gap at about 2.77 6 0.04 eV. The invariance of

the band gap energy with films of differing strain states sug-

gests that the band gap is relatively insensitive to these effects.

This value is consistent with theoretical predictions using the

screened exchange method.16 Recently, Chen et al.17

employed both optical transmission spectroscopy and spectro-

scopic ellipsometry to extract the optical properties of

quasi-tetragonal BFO thin films with thicknesses between 23

and 38 nm deposited on YAlO3 (110) substrates. The

room-temperature absorption spectrum is overall blue shifted

compared with that of rhombohedral BFO, with a direct

3.1 eV band gap, and charge transfer excitations that are

0.4 eV higher than those of the rhombohedral counterpart.

Allibe et al.18 presented the results of optical transmittance

measurements of 400–900 nm epitaxial BFO thin films onto

SrTiO3-buffered MgO substrates. They found a band gap

value of 2.702 6 0.007 eV. Li et al.19 investigated the temper-

ature dependence of optical properties of BFO thin films with

thickness of about 330 nm prepared on SrTiO3 (111) sub-

strates. It was found that the optical band gap decreases from

2.69 6 0.01 to 2.65 6 0.01 eV with increasing temperature.

Despite many studies of the optical properties of BFO thin

films, the strain dependence of the optical features and their

temperature evolution are less addressed. Moreover, light-

induced size changes,20 photovoltaic effects,5 and photo-

assisted THz emissions21 have been recently discovered in

BFO. These results suggest the possibilities to use BFO in

optoelectronic applications. Therefore, to explore the band gap

of BFO thin films under various strain states and at high
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temperatures is crucial to determine the threshold photon

energy. In this paper, we present a comprehensive strain de-

pendence of ellipsometric spectra in a series of epitaxial BFO

thin films. These thin films were grown by pulsed laser deposi-

tion as well as MBE on several substrates, namely, LaAlO3

(LAO), NdGaO3 (NGO), LSAT, SrTiO3 (STO), DyScO3

(DSO), and NdScO3 (NSO), having in-plane (IP) average pa-

rameters ranging from 3.787 Å for LAO to 4.01 Å for NSO.

Such a variety of substrates allows a virtually continuous

change of the IP misfit strain �in ¼ ðaav � abulkÞ=abulk% (with

aav being the average pseudocubic parameter of BFO) from

compressive �4.5% to tensile þ1.2%. To avoid structural

relaxation, the BFO thickness was set to 30 nm for all samples.

Our optical spectra show that the largest value of

room-temperature band gap about 3.12 eV is obtained for com-

pressively strained BFO/LAO, and it redshifts to 2.75 eV for

tensile strained BFO/NSO thin films. Notably, with increasing

temperature, an anomaly observed in band gap that signals

antiferromagnetic Nèel temperature is independent of strain

and close to its bulk value. These results are in good agreement

with those obtained from the first-principles calculations.6

The BFO epitaxial thin films with the nominal thickness

of about 30 nm were prepared on LAO, NGO, LSAT, STO,

DSO, and NSO substrates by pulsed laser deposition and

MBE. The crystalline structures of BFO thin films were

checked by the x-ray powder diffraction (Rigaku/MiniFlex II).

The morphology and microstructure of the samples were exam-

ined using scanning electron microscopy (SEM, JEOL 6700 F)

and transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEOL 2100).

Ellipsometric spectra were collected under multiple

angles of incidence between 60� and 75� using a Woollam

M-2000U rotating compensator multichannel spectroscopic

ellipsometer over a spectral range from 0.73 to 6.42 eV. For

high temperature measurements, ellipsometer was equipped

with a LINKAM heating stage system. Due to the 70� angle

of the two stage windows, only a single angle of incidence is

possible. The raw ellipsometry data W and D are related to

the complex Fresnel reflection coefficients for light polarized

parallel (Rp) and perpendicular (Rs) to the plane of incidence

tanWeiD ¼ Rp

Rs
: (1)

To determine the complex dielectric response of BFO thin

films, the experimental data were processed using a four-

medium optical model consisting of a semi-infinite substrate/-

bulk film/surface roughness/air ambient structure. Then the

error function r was minimized in the entire spectral range

r2 ¼ 1

m

Xm

i¼1

½ðDexp � DcalcÞ2 þ ðWexp �WcalcÞ2�; (2)

where Dcalc; Wcalc and Dexp; Wexp are, respectively, the calcu-

lated and experimental ellipsometric data and m is the num-

ber of points in the spectrum. The Lorentz approximation

was used to fit the spectral dependence of W and D and cal-

culate the dielectric function.

Figure 1 displays the room-temperature x-ray powder

diffraction profiles of BFO thin films grown on different

substrates. All the reflections can be indexed and inferred

that BFO thin films grow single phase and epitaxially along

the [001]C direction on all substrates. BFO thin film is

tetragonal-like phase on a LAO substrate, rhombohedral

phase on NGO, LSAT, STO, and DSO substrates, and ortho-

rhombic phase on a NSO substrate.22,23 From the Rietveld

refinement, we determined the lattice constants of the sam-

ples under investigation. The out-of-plane c parameter as a

function of IP misfit is shown in the inset of Figure 1. It

clearly follows a linear dependence, indicating an elastic de-

formation of the BFO unit. Thus, using this series of sub-

strates, a large variation of IP strain values has been

achieved, from compressive �4.5% to tensile þ1.2%.

Figure 2(a) shows the room-temperature real �1 and

imaginary �2 parts of the dielectric function of BFO thin

films on LAO, LSAT, and NSO substrates. In all cases, the

dispersive response in �1 with an overall positive value is an

indication of the semiconducting behavior.24 Optical transi-

tions can be identified in the spectra by resonance and antire-

sonance features that appear at the same energy in �2 and �l,

respectively. Notably, the spectrum �2 of BFO/LAO thin film

is dominated by two optical transitions, which are blue

shifted and also broadened compared with those of

BFO/LSAT and BFO/NSO.

To illustrate the detailed changes of the optical spectra

with different substrates, we fit these data using a classical

Lorentzian model for the complex dielectric function25

�ðxÞ ¼
XN

j¼1

x2
pj

x2
j � x2 � ixcj

þ �1; (3)

where xj; cj, and xpj are the frequency, damping, and

oscillator strength of the jth Lorentzian contribution, and

�1 is the high frequency limit of �ðxÞ which includes

interband transitions at frequencies above the measured

range. The absorption coefficient is simply aðxÞ ¼ 2x
c

FIG. 1. The x-ray diffraction patterns of BFO thin films grown on different

substrates. F and F’ represent the (001) and (002) diffraction peaks of BFO

thin films. Inset shows the out-of-plane c parameter as a function of the in-

plane strain of BFO thin films grown on LAO, NGO, LSAT, STO, DSO, and

NSO substrates. Dotted line denotes the value of c-axis lattice constant of

bulk BFO.

181907-2 Liu et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 103, 181907 (2013)
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ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
2
½
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð�1ðxÞ2 þ �2ðxÞ2Þ

q
� �1ðxÞ�

r
. Figure 2(b) displays the

optical absorption spectra of three thin films. We notice that

the absorption of BFO/LAO thin film gradually increases

and shows two features centered at about 3.5 eV and 5.0 eV

that are assigned as minority channel dipole-allowed charge

transfer excitations.13,17 The absorption spectra are overall

red shifts by �0.5 eV and narrowered in BFO/LAST and

BFO/NSO thin films.

In a normal solid, one expects that the absorption coeffi-

cient, a(E), consists of contributions from both the direct and

indirect band gap transitions26 and is given by

aðEÞ ¼ A

E
ðE� Eg;dirÞ0:5 þ

B

E
ðE� Eg;ind7EphÞ2; (4)

where Eg;dir and Eg;ind are the magnitudes of direct and indi-

rect gaps, respectively, Eph is the emitted (absorbed) phonon

energy, and A and B are constants. This model, while assum-

ing a simple band shape, allows for extraction of the direct

energy gap by plotting ða � EÞ2 as a function of photon

energy. Linear extrapolation of ða � EÞ2 to zero in BFO/LAO

thin film yields a gap of 3.12 6 0.05 eV, as shown in the

inset of Fig. 2(b). Plotting ða � EÞ0:5 as a function of photon

energy led to an unsatisfactory fit, with no evidence for

emitted/absorbed phonons. Plots of ða � EÞ2 versus energy

place the band gap in BFO/NGO, BFO/LSAT, BFO/STO,

BFO/DSO, and BFO/NSO thin films at �2.82 6 0.05 eV,

2.82 6 0.05 eV, 2.82 6 0.05 eV, 2.81 6 0.05 eV, and 2.75

6 0.05 eV, respectively. This strain-dependent evolution of

the band gap is mainly due to the lattice expansion effects of

the a-b plane in BFO thin films.

Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence of the gap.

With increasing temperature, the gap softens for all six sam-

ples. The band gap narrowing coefficient can be obtained by

the formula b ¼ dEg=dT. BFO/LAO thin film has the highest

value of the coefficient of about �3.1� 10�4 eV/K at 298 K.

Interestingly, its gap shows anomalies at about 380 K

and 640 K. 380 K corresponds to structural transformation

between different tetragonal-like phases observed in

BFO/LAO thin films.27,28 640 K is the Nèel temperature

observed in bulk BFO. This result is in good agreement with

the previous optical transmittance measurements.13 In princi-

ple, the observed redshift value of the band gap energy with

increasing temperature in semiconductors can be described

using the Bose-Einstein model29

EgðTÞ ¼ Egð0Þ �
2aB

½expðHB=TÞ � 1� ; (5)

where Eg(0) is the band gap energy at 0 K, aB represents the

strength of the electron-phonon interactions, and HB is the

characteristic temperature parameter representing the effective

phonon energy on the temperature scale. In this model, the

electron-phonon interactions are responsible for the shrinkage

in the band gap with the temperature. Our fitting curves are

shown in Fig. 3 with aB and HB values in a range of

50–70 meV and 200–300 K, respectively. These values are in

agreement with the previous results observed in BFO/STO thin

films.19 As is evident from Fig. 3, the Bose-Einstein model

reproduces the overall temperature dependence of the band

gap in all BFO thin films fairly well. However, it does not

FIG. 2. (a) Room temperature dielectric function spectra of BFO/LAO,

BFO/LSAT, and BFO/NSO thin films. (b) Optical absorption coefficient of

BFO/LAO, BFO/LSAT, and BFO/NSO thin films at 300 K. In the inset, we

show the direct band gap analysis of BFO/LAO, BFO/LSAT, and BFO/NSO

thin films.

FIG. 3. Energy gap as a function of temperature for all six BFO thin films.

The thin solid lines are results of the fitting using the Bose-Einstein model.

Vertical dashed lines denote transition temperatures.

181907-3 Liu et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 103, 181907 (2013)
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capture the discontinuous redshift of the band gap near 380 K

and 640 K for BFO/LAO thin films. Notably, the temperature

evolution of the band gap spectra for BFO/NGO, BFO/LSAT,

BFO/STO, BFO/DSO, and BFO/NSO thin films in Fig. 3 devi-

ates from the theoretical predictions above 640 K. We calculate

the temperature dependence of band gap first derivative, and

from this, assemble the strain-dependent trends of deviation

from the Bose-Einstein expectation. The deviation temperature

for six BFO thin films is 643 6 5 K. Interestingly, the magni-

tude of deviation is maximum and changing sign for highly

compressive strained BFO/LAO and tensile strained

BFO/NSO thin films. It is likely due to a change of structural

strain and local symmetry breaking in the high temperature

phase. Further details of theoretical investigations are needed

to confirm this speculation.

Significantly, the observed band gap anomalies near

640 K for all strained BFO thin films imply that antiferro-

magnetic Nèel temperature is independent of strain and close

to its bulk value. Similar evidence has also been inferred

from M€ossbauer spectroscopy and neutron diffraction meas-

urements.6 More recently, first-principles calculations pre-

dict that the antiferromagnetic transition temperature hardly

varies but the ferroelectric Cuire temperature is strongly

reduced with strain in BFO thin films.6 Finally, of particular

interest is the deviation of the band gap across TN from the

Bose-Einstein theory. We attribute this observed phenomena

mainly due to a complex charge-spin interaction. The devia-

tion for the BFO/LAO and BFO/NSO thin films becomes

even larger, indicating the increased coupling between the

electronic structure and antiferromagnetic ordering in highly

strained BFO.

In summary, we investigated the effects of strain on op-

tical properties in BiFeO3 thin films using spectroscopic

ellipsometry. In room temperature optical absorption spectra,

we found that compressively strained BFO/LAO thin film

has the largest band gap of about 3.12 eV. It redshifts to

2.75 eV for tensile strained BFO/NSO thin films. With

increasing temperature, the band gap behaves anomalously

above the 640 K antiferromagnetic transition temperature for

all strained BFO thin films. These results are in good agree-

ment with the first-principles calculations, which predict the

antiferromagnetic Nèel temperature of BFO thin films is in-

dependent of strain and close to its bulk value. Most impor-

tantly, the antiferromagnetic ordering remains intact, in spite

of strain-induced changes of electronic structure, suggesting

a complex nature of charge-spin coupling in multiferroic

BFO thin films.

We thank financial support from the National Science

Council of Republic of China under Grant No. NSC
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